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Abstract

Background
Improvement of tuber yield and tolerance to viruses are priority objectives in white Guinea yam breeding
programs. However, phenotypic selection for these traits is quite challenging due to phenotypic plasticity
and cumbersome screening of phenotypic-induced variations. This study assessed quantitative trait
nucleotides (QTNs) and the underlying candidate genes related to tuber yield per plant (TYP) and yam
mosaic virus (YMV) tolerance in a panel of 406 white Guinea yam (Dioscorea rotundata) breeding lines
using a genome-wide association study (GWAS).

Results
Population structure analysis using 5,581 SNPs differentiated the 406 genotypes into four distinct sub-
groups (K = 4). Marker-trait association (MTA) analysis using the generalized linear model identi�ed ten
QTN regions signi�cant for TYP and �ve for YMV. We identi�ed variants responsible for predicting higher
yield and low virus severity scores in the breeding panel through the marker-effect prediction. Gene
annotation for the signi�cant SNP loci identi�ed several essential putative genes associated with the
growth and development of tuber yield and those that code for tolerance to mosaic virus.

Conclusion
Our results provide valuable insight for marker validation and deployment for tuber yield and mosaic
virus tolerance in white yam breeding. The information on SNP variants and genes from the present study
would fast-track the application of genomics-informed selection decisions in breeding white Guinea yam
for rapid introgression of the targeted traits.

Background
Root and tuber crops are signi�cant contributors to global food supply next to cereal crops. Yam is
among the principal root and tuber crops, after cassava and potato, that are widely grown and consumed
as subsistence staples [1]. Yam is a collective name for the Dioscorea species extensively cultivated in
the tropics and subtropics by smallholder farmers for its starchy underground tuber and aerial bulbils [2,
3]. The global estimated mean annual yam production and gross values are approximately 73 million
tons and 14 billion US dollars, respectively, with West Africa accounting for 92% of the total yam
production [4, 5]. There are over 600 Dioscorea species, of which 11 are economically signi�cant [6].
White Guinea yam (D. rotundata), indigenous to Africa, is the most produced and consumed among
cultivated species, supporting the livelihood of over 300 million people [2]. Yam is also important in many
key life ceremonies in the major producing areas of West Africa [7].
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Despite its socio-economic importance, a signi�cant yield increase has not been achieved over the
decades compared to cereal crops [1]. Improved varieties are vital for attaining increased productivity in
farmers' �elds. The development of improved yam varieties requires a better understanding of the genetic
control of traits contributing to the increased yield and acceptable quality by growers and consumers.
However, the breeding efforts have not adequately explored the genetic basis of tuber yield and virus
resistance traits to fast-track improved cultivar development. Genes controlling key traits such as
resistance to pests and diseases, tuber yield, and tuber quality traits exhibit quantitative inheritance. They
may not be linked in a preferred direction, making improving these traits challenging using conventional
breeding techniques [8]. In QTL mapping studies, the variation in virus resistance is attributed to a single
major locus with a modest contribution [9]. Two random ampli�cation of polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
markers tightly linked in the coupling phase with Ymv-1 locus on the same linkage group were reported in
resistant genotypes of D. rotundata.

For tuber yield, limited knowledge exists regarding QTL mapping studies [8]. The QTLs detected for YMV
in yam were mainly based on conventional family-based linkage mapping. In contrast, the GWAS strategy
using naturally occurring variants is a more robust and e�cient method for identifying signi�cant loci
and the genes involved in the genetic control of complex traits. The GWAS strategy has increasingly been
utilized in many crops, including root and tuber crops, to dissect the underlying genetic control
mechanism in complex traits. However, GWAS mapping for tuber yield and YMV tolerance in yam has not
been reported to date.

Supporting yam breeding efforts based on quantitative genetics principles and genomics tools is
indispensable to increase the program's effectiveness for increasing productivity. Yam cultivar
development using conventional strategies spans at least ten years from crossing to variety release
recommendation [4, 6]. The complementation of the traditional breeding techniques with advanced
molecular tools has reduced the breeding cycle in crops [10]. In theory, genotypic information from
molecular markers, when associated with phenotypic traits of interest, may be extensively used to select
individuals with higher genetic value through marker-assisted selection (MAS) [11].

This study's objective was to dissect the genetic control of tuber yield and YMV tolerance in white Guinea
yam.

Material And Methods
Plant Materials

The study panel comprised 406 white Guinea yam clones comprising 36 trait progenitors, 49 elite clones,
and 321 early generation breeding lines from the IITA's yam breeding program (Supplementary Table 1).
All the genotypes are from the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, IITA Ibadan Nigeria and are
maintained by the Yam Breeding Improvement Unit.

Phenotyping 
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Phenotypic data on tuber yield and yam mosaic virus (YMV) severity were recorded on the plant materials
assessed at different breeding stages by IITA in Nigeria. The tuber yield and mosaic virus severity were
recorded on plants in the �eld using the procedure described in yam ontology
(http://www.cropontology.org/ontology/CO_343/Yam) and yam standard operation protocol [12]. Tuber
yield was recorded in kilogram on a plant basis at harvest (eight months after planting). The YMV
severity score was assessed at 30-day intervals from 2 to 6 months after planting based on a visual
assessment of the relative area of plant leaf surfaces affected by the mosaic virus disease using a �ve-
ordinal scale of 1–5. A score of 1 represented no visible symptoms of virus infection, 2 for mild mosaic,
vein-banding, green spotting  or �ecking, curling and mottling on few leaves but no leaf distortion, 3 for
low incidence (25 - 50%) of the mosaic virus on the entire plant, 4 for the severe mosaic on most leaves
and leaf distortion, and 5 for severe mosaic and bleaching with severe leaf distortion and stunting. The
virus severity score values were converted to percentages and then used to estimate the area under
disease progress curve (AUDPC) values as described by Forbes et al. [13]:

where yi = disease severity at the ith observation, ti= time (days) at the ith observation, and n = total
number of observations.

Phenotypic data analysis

We applied a one‐step linear mixed model that used G-matrix to compute the best linear unbiased
predictor (BLUP) values of an individual clone for a trait from the best �t model using the average
information criterion (AIC) in restricted maximum likelihood (REML) algorithm [14] in the ASReml‐R
version 4 package [15]. The model used was:

 

where is the data vector of the response variable across p locations with Nj plots per location j. Each
location was treated as a separate trial so that p=4; β is the vector of �xed effects associated with the
corresponding design matrix (X), including the location main and location-speci�c design-based
replication effects. The term is a vector of random effects associated with location-speci�c �eld blocking
structures (block within replication) used to capture extraneous variation with the corresponding design
matrix ; and are the vectors of random additive and non-additive genetic within location effects,
respectively, with corresponding design matrix Zg. Accordingly, the genetic variance was partitioned into
the additive effects, which were associated with a covariance structure proportional to genetic
relationships derived from the molecular markers and the non-additive genetic effect. This variance is
explained by individual identity rather than the genomic relationship matrix following the approach
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described by Borgognone et al. [16] and Ovenden et al. [17]. is the vector of residuals modeled as random
within each trial.

Broad sense heritability (H2) estimates for the traits were calculated from phenotypic variance (σ2p) and
the genotypic variance (σ2g). The BLUP values of the genotypes for the traits extracted from the best �t
model were used as input for the GWAS model.

Genotyping and SNP Data Analysis

For each genotype, total genomic DNA was isolated from lyophilized young and fully expanded healthy
leaves. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was extracted from the leaf samples using the CTAB procedure with
slight modi�cation [18]. DNA quality and concentration were assessed using agarose gel and nanodrop,
respectively, following the methods described in Aljanabi and Martinez [19]. High-throughput genotyping
was conducted in 96 plex DArTseq protocol, and SNPs were called using the DArT's proprietary software,
DArTSoft, as described by Killian et al. [20]. Reads and tags found in each sequencing result were aligned
to the Dioscorea rotundata reference genome version 2
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H5T4xjKAEl9LliR-4qK_IR6TypCDe8nj) with Hisat2 [21]. The raw
HapMap �le generated was �rst converted to a Variant Call Format (VCF) and �ltered for missing value
and polymorphic SNPs using quality control criteria of low sequence depth <5; SNP markers with missing
values >20%; minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.05; genotype quality <20 and heterozygosity >50. Of the
16,242 SNP markers subjected to the �ltering quality criteria, 5,581 good-quality SNPs were retained for
various analyses.

Population Genetic Analysis 

Various population genetic analysis methods were conducted to explore the structure and level of genetic
diversity in the study material. The SNP distribution and the density were estimated using the ‘Cmplot’
function implemented in the CMplot R package [22]. About the SNP mutation from the reference to the
alternative, SNPlay open website was used to estimate the rate of the transition and transversion across
the retained SNP. Statistics such as the minor allele frequency (MAF), the observed and the expected
heterozygosity, and the polymorphism information content were estimated using the function "--freq" and
"--hardy" using PLINK [23].

The exploratory Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) was applied using the adegenet
package [24]. The number of clusters was assessed using the “�nd.clusters” function, which runs
successive K-means clustering with an increasing number of clusters (k).

The Admixture was performed through the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The number and nature
of clusters were done to assess the best-supported model recommended by Jombart et al. [24]. The
optimal number of clusters was inferred using k-means analysis after varying the possible number of
clusters from 2 to 20, and the posterior probability was used to de�ne the cluster membership. A
hierarchical cluster was constructed utilizing a kinship relation matrix implemented in GAPIT [25].
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Genome Wide-Association Analysis

The GWAS analysis was performed using the compressed mixed linear model (CMLM) [26] implemented
in the GAPIT R package and the Manhattan and the QQ plot were visualized in CMplot [22].

In the GAPIT analysis, we accounted for population structure (Q) through a principal component (PC)
analysis and for relationships among individuals through a kinship (K) matrix [26] generated from marker
data. For each trait, the optimal number of PCs/covariates to include in GWAS models was determined
through model selection using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), with a maximum of four tested

PCs. For the GWAS study, the following formula was used:  where Y was
treated as the observed vector of BLUP; β as the �xed effect vector (p × 1) other than molecular markers
effects and population structure; α as the �xed effect vector of the molecular markers; ν as the �xed
effect vector from the population structure; u as the random effect vector from the polygenic background
effect; X, W, and Z are the incidence matrixes from the associated β, α, ν, and u parameters; and ε as the
residual effect vector. The signi�cance threshold for marker-trait associations (MTA) was set to p = 0.05
after applying the Bonferroni threshold correction (-log10(P)) with P the associated probability assigned
to each marker. The percentage of variation explained by the associated marker (R2) was calculated
through a stepwise regression implemented in GAPIT.

Circular Manhattan and Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots were generated by plotting the negative logarithms (-
log10) of the P-values against their expected P-values to �t the appropriateness of the GWAS model with
the null hypothesis of no association and to determine how well the models accounted for population
structure using CMplot [22]. The Manhattan plot was created for visualizing GWAS on the entire genome,
and zoom mapping was performed on a particular chromosome after identifying a signi�cant SNP
marker. 

Gene annotation and marker effect prediction 

The possible candidate genes within the signi�cant QTL region were searched in the de�ned range
window of 1 MB at 500 Kb (downstream and upstream) from the yam Generic File Format (GFF3) �le.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) was assessed between the signi�cant SNPs using the LDheatmap library
[27]. The yam generic feature format (GFF3) of the reference genome was used to identify the main gene
in the inter-genic region using the SNPReff. The functions of the various genes associated with the SNPs
identi�ed were determined using the public database Interpro, European Molecular Biology Laboratory-
European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) [28]. All pairwise LD (r2) estimation between loci within a
window of 1MB of each chromosome was done in TASSEL 5.0 [29]. The Pairwise LD estimates in the
region of interest for signi�cantly associated markers were investigated using Haploview 4.2 [30]. Finally,
LD plotting was done based on base pairs (bp) distance, using “ggplot2” package in R [31].

 

Haplotype estimation and in vivo marker prediction 
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Haplotype associated with signi�cant QTL was developed using “rstatix” package implemented in R, and
the sequence of each haplotype was de�ned based on the 406 genetic material considered as testing and
or identi�cation population. The variant effect prediction was evaluated through the adjusted posterior
probability, and the major QTL was identi�ed, and their effects were predicted in unrelated diversity.
Marker effects were then plotted, and SNP effects were compared in both populations.    

Results
Phenotypic data of the white yam 

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the phenotypic traits assessed. Broad-sense heritability
estimates were high, 0.708 for tuber yield per plant and 0.903 for yam mosaic virus. The phenotypic value
for the tuber yield ranged from 0.93 to 1.47 kg plant-1 with an average of 1.19 kg. The area under the
disease progress curve for YMV ranged from 100.56 to 2900.45 with an average
of 936.16. (Supplementary Table 2). 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of tuber yield per plant (TYP) and yam mosaic virus (YMV) 

Traits Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation Broad sense heritability (H2)

TYP 0.93 1.47 1.19 0.11 0.708

YMV 100.56 2900.45 936.16 481.19 0.903

TYP: Tuber yield per plant; YMV: yam mosaic virus (AUDPC value)

Genetic diversity, population structure and Linkage Disequilibrium

The DArT genotyping of 406 white Guinea yam clones detected the highest number of SNPs (637)
mapped on chromosome 5 and the lowest of 123 on chromosome 11 (Supplementary Figure 1A).
Transition SNPs (60.13%, 3,356 SNPs) were more frequent than transversions (39.87%, 2225 SNPs)
(Supplementary Figure 1B). The observed heterozygosity value ranged from 0.029 to 0.622, with an
average of 0.336 (Supplementary Figure 1C). The expected heterozygosity value ranged from 0.09 to 0.5,
with an average of 0.331 (Supplementary Figure 1D). The minor allele frequency ranged from 0.05 to 0.5,
with a mean of 0.24 (Supplementary Figure 1E). The polymorphic information content (PIC) ranged from
0.087 to 0.335, with an average value of 0.267 (Supplementary Figure 1F). 

The DAPC analysis grouped the 406 clones into four main clusters with 0.99% of group assignment
probability (Figure 1A). The highest membership was recorded in cluster 4 (154 clones) and the lowest in
cluster 1 (70 clones). Through the DAPC, Group 1 comprises 70 individuals constituting early generation
breeding lines and the landraces (clones collected from farmers and maintained at the Genetic Resources
Center, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Nigeria). Group 2 consisted of 96 individuals,
including early generation breeding lines, the elite clones and the landraces. Groups 3 (86 members) and
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4 (154 members) comprised mainly half-sibs from natural intermating among parents established in
poly-cross block (Supplementary Table 3). Phylogeny tree analysis through the kinship matrix revealed
four clusters as well (Figure 1C). Cluster membership displayed through the phylogeny tree was in perfect
alignment with the DAPC cluster membership (Supplementary Table 3). Using a cut-off of 0.5, about 233
clones were assigned to a respective groups, while many clones (173) were considered as admixed
(Figure 1D) with an assigned probability less than 0.5.

Genome-Wide Scan for Traits

Tuber yield 

We found ten SNPs signi�cantly associated with tuber yield (kg plant-1), based on p-values (p ≤ 0.005)
across the whole yam genome scan after correction for the false discovery rate (FDR). The evidence for
SNP association was also observed in the quantile-quantile (QQ) plot of the observed p values of the
association analysis (Figure 2). The LOD value for these SNPs ranged from 3.95 (chr08_13478676) to
4.71 (chr14_14300070) with minor allele frequency (MAF) ranging from 0.069 to 0.376. The ten
signi�cant SNPs were located on �ve chromosomes (Table 2; Figure 2). Of the 10 SNP markers
associated with tuber yield, �ve were mapped on chromosome 14, two on chromosome 8, and a single
SNP each on chromosomes 6, 15, and 19 (Table 2). Each of the signi�cant SNPs explained over 62% of
the observed variation in tuber yield. 

Yam mosaic virus resistance

We found �ve SNP loci that showed a signi�cant association with the reaction to mosaic virus infection
(Table 2, Figure 3A). Of the signi�cant SNPs associated with YMV, two markers named chr04_23336802
and chr10_1116193 displayed negative marker effect (Table 2). The SNP markers associated with YMV
were explained ~12% of the total phenotypic variance and displayed LOD ³ 4 (Table 2). Although the
population structure matrix was included in the models, the QQ-plot remained in�ated for some SNPs
(Figure 3B). The minor allele frequency (MAF) of the associated SNP marker ranged from 0.069 to 0.455.

Table 2. SNP markers associated with the tuber yield per plant and yam mosaic virus severity score.
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 Trait Marker name  Chr Position (Bp) PVE (%)  

Variants

MAEF LOD  

MAF

TYP chr06_965642 6 96,5642 62.13 TC -0.02 4.12 0.376

chr08_13478676 8 13,478,676 62.08 AT 0.04 3.95 0.095

chr08_21789522 8 21,789,522 62.19 AT 0.05 4.35 0.096

chr14_8143018 14 8,143,018 62.13 TA 0.03 4.06 0.155

chr14_11128124 14 11,1281,24 62.74 GC 0.05 4.70 0.154

  chr14_14292173 14 14,292,173 62.62 GA -0.07 4.44 0.069

chr14_14300070 14 14,300,070 62.74 AC -0.08 4.71 0.069

  chr14_15507116 14 15,507,116 62.53 AT 0.05 4.24 0.071

  chr15_4138634 15 4,138,634 62.36 AT -0.03 4.00 0.181

  chr19_9446619 19 9,446,619 62.03 AG 0.03 4.00 0.091

 YMV chr03_6338751 3 6,338,751 12.42 GT 169.09 4.28 0.455

  chr04_23336802 4 23,336,802 12.95 AG -225.25 4.10 0.254

  chr10_613339 10 613,339 12.38 AT 138.99 4.36 0.388

chr10_1116193 10 1,116,193 12.85 GA -240.87 4.00 0.260

  chr16_1325272 16 1,325,272 13.52 CT 295.41 4.12 0.069

TYP: tuber yield (kg plant-1), YMV: Yam mosaic virus severity score (AUDPC value); LOD: Logarithm of
odds; Chr: chromosomes; bp: base-pair; MAF: Minor allele frequency; PVE: Phenotypic variance explained
and MAEF: Marker effect

3.3. Putative gene prediction for the traits 

3.3.1 Tuber yield 

We explored the association of the identi�ed QTN regions on the physical map with the potential
candidate genes and their functions using the white Guinea yam genome sequence. The LD heatmap of
the signi�cant SNPs on chromosomes 6, 8, 14, 15 and 19 displayed a high genetic correlation (0.4 to 0.8)
between the speci�c SNPs in the vicinity of the peak adjacent to the putative gene (Figure 4). On
chromosome 6, the signi�cant SNP for tuber yield is located on the genomic regions harboring three
putative genes (AUX/IAA protein, AP2/ERF domain and Phloem protein 2-like) with known functions. On
chromosome 8, we identi�ed two putative genes (AUX/IAA protein; Glycine-rich protein) (Supplementary
Table 4). Several putative genes were identi�ed on chromosome 14 (Supplementary Table S4). On
chromosome 15, which displayed average correlation through the LDheatmap, �ve genes were identi�ed
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in the vicinity of the targeted SNP marker. The LD heatmap for the SNP found in association with tuber
yield on chromosome 19 revealed the presence of 9 putative genes (ABC transporter-like, Exportin-
1/Importin-beta-like, Sodium/calcium exchanger membrane region, AUX/IAA protein, Geminivirus AL3
coat protein, AP2/ERF domain, Major facilitator, sugar transporter-like, and Expansin).

3.3.2. Yam mosaic virus resistance 

We identi�ed four candidate genes, namely AP2/ERF domain, Major facilitator, sugar transporter-like, and
AUX/IAA protein on chromosome 3 near the SNP found in association with the YMV. The four identi�ed
candidate genes, AP2/ERF domain and AUX/IAA protein, were reported to confer essential gene functions
related to plant defense and growth.  The pairwise LD between the SNP of chromosome 3, 4  10 and 16
situated in genomic regions associated with YMV displayed a higher correlation with the three main
haplotypes block (Figure 5). On chromosome 10, �fteen different putative genes were identi�ed near the
signi�cant SNPs as being associated with the YMV resistance, namely SNF2-related domain, Geminivirus
AL3 coat protein, SANT/Myb domain, Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, CLV type,
Chlorophyll A-B binding protein, AP2/ERF domain, Gdt1 family, NB-ARC, Probable transposase,
Ptta/En/Spm plant, Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, catalytic domain, Kinesin-like protein
and Geminivirus Rep catalytic domain. 

Haplotype SNP distribution and prediction 

The frequencies and marker prediction effects of various haplotypes associated with tuber yield and
resistance to yam mosaic virus in white Guinea yam are presented in Table 3. Of the ten SNP markers
associated with the tuber yield, seven (chr06_965642, chr14_11128124, chr14_14292173,
chr14_14300070, chr14_15507116, chr15_4138634 and chr19_9446619) displayed high haplotype
segregation among the different variants. For the SNP markers located on chromosome 6, variants CC
and CT were identi�ed to be associated with genotypes with higher tuber yield. In contrast, TT was found
to be associated with lower tuber yield (Figure 6A). For the two SNP markers located on chromosome 8,
variant AA seems to be linked with lower tuber yield, while TT and AT were linked to higher tuber yielding
genotypes (Figure 6B, C). For chromosome 14, homozygote variant AA was identi�ed to predict higher
tuber yield (Figure 6G, H, I), and the same trend was observed on SNP located on chromosome 15 (Figure
6D) and chromosome 19 (Figure 6E). Of the �ve SNP markers associated with the YMV, three
(chr04_23336802, chr10_1116193 and Chr16_1325272) were found to have high signi�cant haplotype
variation (Table 3).  For the SNP marker located on chromosome 3, no variation was observed for the
different variants (Figure 7A). On chromosome 4, SNP markers associated with the YMV located at
23,336,802 bp showed that variants AG and AA were linked to lower predicted YMV value. For the
marker chr10_613339 associated with YMV, no difference was observed among the different allele
variants (Figure 7 D). In contrast, variants GA and GG of marker chr10_1116193 predicted lower YMV
severity scores (Figure 7E).
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Table 3. Frequencies and marker prediction effects of various haplotypes associated with tuber yield (kg
plant-1) and reaction to yam mosaic virus infestation (AUDPC value)
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Trait Marker name Haplotype Sequence Frequency Adjusted
Probability

Prob. adj.
signi�cance

TYP chr06_965642 Hap1 CCTC 0.27 0.035 *

    Hap2 CCTT 0.33 1.16 e-07 ****

    Hap3 TCTT 0.40 0.001 ***

  chr8_21789522 Hap1 AAAT 0.47 0.132 Ns

    Hap2 AATT 0.47 0.319 Ns

    Hap3 ATTT 0.07 0.110 Ns

  chr8_13478676 Hap1 AAAT 0.47 0.272 Ns

    Hap2 AATT 0.47 0.272 Ns

    Hap3 ATTT 0.06 0.110 Ns

  chr14_8143018 Hap1 AATA 0.11 1.000 Ns

    Hap2 AATT 0.44 1.000 Ns

    Hap3 TATT 0.45 1.000 Ns

  chr14_11128124 Hap1 CCCG 0.45 1.90 e-07 ****

    Hap2 CCGG 0.44 4.71 e-14 ****

    Hap3 CGGG 0.11 0.043 *

  chr14_14292173 Hap1 GAGG 1.00 0.007 **

  chr14_14300070 Hap1 AAAC 1.00 0.008 **

  chr14_15507116 Hap1 AAAT 0.48 0.001 ***

    Hap2 AATT 0.47 0.003 **

    Hap3 ATTT 0.05 0.534 Ns

  chr15_4138634 Hap1 AAAT 0.46 0.004 **

    Hap2 AATT 0.40 0.004 **

    Hap3 ATTT 0.14 0.169 Ns

  chr19_9446619 HAP1 AAAG 0.47 0.002 **

    HAP2 AAGG 0.48 1.99 e-06 ****

    HAP3 AGGG 0.05 0.971 Ns

YMV chr03_6338751 Hap1 GGGT 0.4 1.000 Ns
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    Hap2 GGTT 0.24 1.000 Ns

    Hap3 GTTT 0.36 1.000 Ns

  chr04_23336802 Hap1 AAAG 0.47 0.013 *

    Hap2 AAGG 0.3 0.000 ***

    Hap3 AGGG 0.23 0.002 **

  chr10_613339 HAP1 AAAT 0.44 0.190 Ns

    HAP2 AATT 0.24 0.023 *

    HAP3 ATTT 0.33 0.190 Ns

  chr10_1116193 Hap1 AAGA 0.23 0.239 Ns

    Hap2 AAGG 0.31 0.003 **

    Hap3 GAGG 0.47 5.25e-07 ****

  chr16_1325272 Hap1 CCCT 0.49 0.576 Ns

    Hap2 CCTT 0.45 2.08 e-06 ****

    Hap3 CTTT 0.06 0.029 *

Ns=non-signi�cant, *, **, ***, and **** indicate signi�cant association between haplotypes and markers 

In vivo marker prediction  

In vivo validation for signi�cant markers for tuber yield per plant and YMV revealed high prediction
accuracy in both populations (identi�cation and validation population) (Figure 8). We evaluated the
segregation of the allele variants of the associated SNP markers to the tuber yield and the YMV across
the testing and the validation population. For the tuber yield, marker chr06_965642, predicted high (CC) to
low (TT and TC) yield performance in the breeding panel (Figure 8) as well as in the validation panel. One
marker, Chr14_1128124 located on chromosome 14, homozygote CC predicted high yield per plant while
CG and GG were linked to low yield performance per plant in both populations (Figure 8). On the SNP
marker Chr15_4138634 associated with the tuber yield, homozygote AA was identi�ed to predict high
tuber yield per plant in the two populations (Figure 8). For the yam mosaic virus and considering the three
markers with high haplotype segregation (Table 3), allele variants were identi�ed to predict the same
disease tolerance and susceptibility in the two populations (Figure 9).

Discussion
3.1. Phenotypic variation
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The natural variation among the studied traits was high and very informative. High broad-sense
heritability of 0.708 for tuber yield per plant and 0.903 for yam mosaic virus severity
score demonstrated substantial genetic variation in traits between the different clones.  Therefore, the
studied traits are amenable to genetic improvement through selection [32]. Furthermore, the observed
natural genetic variation in the study materials signi�es their relevance for genetic studies.

3.2. Population differentiation

Understanding population structure within the study material is imperative to determine how it affects the
ability of GWAS to infer marker-trait association. The four clustering methods, BIC, DAPC, Kinship
relationship matrix and structure, showed four sub-populations that are imperative for preventing sham
associations in GWAS in this study [33, 34]. Thus, the marker density, diversity, and sample size
demonstrated that the yam breeding panel used for this study is su�ciently powered to capture allelic
variations for the studied traits.  

3.3. Genome-wide association studies

The whole-genome scan for phenotypic and allelic variation in tuber yield and yam mosaic virus
resistance identi�ed genome regions on nine chromosomes (chromosomes 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, and
19) with signi�cant −log10 values. Both Q matrix (population structure) and K matrix (Admixture) were
considered covariates in a mixed linear model for the association analysis to reduce false-positive
associations. The Q–Q plots for tuber yield and tolerance to yam mosaic virus showed no in�ation of p-
values indicating that the structure of relationships was well accounted for in the GWAS analysis. These
�ndings are consistent with the view that traits with no in�ation of p-values show that the structural
relationship is adequate for GWAS analysis [35]. Genome-wide association mapping has been used in
exploring the elite alleles of many agronomic traits such as tuber dry matter and oxidative browning [34]
in water yam (Dioscorea alata). In the present study, the phenotypic effect values of the favorable alleles
of TYP and YMV were evaluated and inferred to positively and negatively affect the individual traits.
Based on the stringent criterion of −log10, we identi�ed 22 signi�cant markers trait associations ranging
between 4.71 e-14 and 0.043 for tuber yield per plant and between 5.25 e-14 and 0.029 for yam mosaic
virus. The information on SNP variants from the present study would fast-track the application of
genomics-informed selection decisions in breeding white Guinea yam for higher tuber yield and
resistance to mosaic virus.  Such great potential of GWAS has been reported for some root and tuber
crops such as cassava [36], potatoes [37] and water yam [34].

3.4. Prediction of candidate genes

Our results identi�ed SNP markers that associate signi�cantly with allelic variation for tuber yield and
YMV tolerance in white yam. The detected markers offer good targets for further validation and analysis
due to their location in proximity to candidate genes regulating growth, development and disease
resistance. The SNP in chromosome 3 is near to AP2/ERF domain, AUX/IAA protein, major facilitator,
sugar transporter-like genes. Zarei et al. [38] reported that the AP2/ERF-domain transcription factor
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ORA59 acts as the integrator of the jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET) signaling pathways and is the
key regulator of JA- and ET-responsive PLANT DEFENSIN1.2 (PDF1.2) expression. The SNP in
chromosome 4 is near to Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, catalytic domain, AP2/ERF
domain, NB-ARC, Dirigent protein, and membrane transport protein genes. The NB-ARC domain is noted to
play a role in ATPase domain that comprises NB, ARC1, and ARC2 subdomains, which in its nucleotide-
binding state regulates the R protein activity or resistance in plants [39]. The plant defense is induced by
the R proteins in response to speci�c pathogen-derived molecules, called avirulence (AVR) proteins,
thereby restricting pathogen proliferation [40]. The SNP in chromosome 10 is near to Geminivirus AL1
replication-associated protein, catalytic domain, Geminivirus Rep catalytic domain, Geminivirus AL3 coat
protein, AP2/ERF domain, NB-ARC, Chlorophyll A-B binding protein, plant and chromista. Geminivirus
AR1/BR1 coat protein, AP2/ERF domain, Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, catalytic
domain, Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, central domain, and NB-ARC
genes. Geminiviruses have been reported by Sunter and Bisaro [41] to play role in the Transactivation of
Geminivirus AR1 and BR1 Gene Expression by the Viral AL2 Gene Product. Chlorophyll A-B binding protein
is known as a light receptor that stimulates growth and development in plants [42]. The SNP in
chromosome 16 is near to Geminivirus AR1/BR1 coat protein; AP2/ERF domain; Geminivirus AL1
replication-associated protein, catalytic domain; Geminivirus AL1 replication-associated protein, central
domain; and NB-ARC genes. The SNP in chromosome 14 is near to expansin, cellulose-binding-like
domain; mitochondrial substrate/solute carrier, expansin, root cap; dirigent protein; small auxin-up RNA;
major facilitator, sugar transporter-like genes. Expansins or expansin-like proteins (loosenins) were
reported to loosen plant cell wall activity and lignocellulose sacchari�cation [43]. Mitochondrial carrier
proteins play roles in plant growth and disease resistance [44]. The SNP in chromosome 15 is near
to Gibberellin regulated protein; Major facilitator, sugar transporter-like; Senescence regulator S40; ABC
transporter-like genes. The gibberellin regulated protein (GRP) has been noted to be up-regulated by
gibberellin, and most of these proteins have a role in plant development and some of its members have
antimicrobial activity [45, 46]. The SNP in chromosome 19 is near to Exportin-1/Importin-beta-like;
Expansin; Sodium/calcium exchanger membrane region; Major facilitator, sugar transporter-like; AUX/IAA
protein. The sodium/calcium exchanger has been reported to in�uence metabolic regulation on ion carrier
interactions in living organisms [47]. The SNPs in chromosomes 6 and 8 are near to AUX/IAA protein and
Protein ENHANCED DISEASE RESISTANCE 2, C-terminal (EDR2) genes. The Aux/IAA gene has been noted
to play cellular and developmental roles in plants' lifespan, such as root development, shoot growth, and
fruit ripening [48]. The Protein ENHANCED DISEASE RESISTANCE 2, C-terminal (EDR2) in plants limits cell
death initiation and the establishment of hypersensitive response [49]. The identi�ed putative candidate
genes and SNPs linked with these important economic traits could help design new breeding strategies to
hoard superior alleles for these key traits in future marker-based breeding. The novel regions identi�ed in
this study have not been previously detected, possibly due to the limitations of the various marker
systems used in earlier studies.

Our �ndings indicated that multiple loci having unequal effects can in�uence the variation for TYP, and
YMV in white yam. The identi�ed novel candidate genomic regions with growth, development and
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disease resistance genes in our study require further validation and testing in yam germplasm. This could
be done by converting these MTAs into low cost Kompetitive Allele-Speci�c PCR (KASP) markers that can
e�ciently transfer alleles into elite yam genotypes as reported for wheat [50]. These valuable genomic
resources and PCR based markers (KASP markers) could greatly support selection initiatives for key traits
in yam breeding through marker-assisted selection (MAS). These will also support the systematic study
of the genetics, comparative genomics and evolution of yam, aimed at expediting the isolation and
characterization of genes that control agronomically important traits, such as tuber yield and yam
mosaic virus.

Based on the marker effects of our study, we observed alleles CC and CT on chromosome 6, alleles TT
and AT on chromosome 8 and allele AA on chromosomes 14, 15 and 19 to be responsible for high tuber
yield per plant in the diversity panel used in the study. For the YMV, we found alleles AG and AA on
chromosome 4 and alleles GA and GG on chromosome 10 to be responsible for low YMV disease
infection. These �ndings suggest that data mining of favorable alleles is essential for improving the
quantitative trait for tuber yield and YMV in yam using marker-assisted selection. Moreover, the results
could be helpful for marker validation and deployment in yam breeding. Our �ndings agree with the view
that information on marker effect based on segregation pattern is fundamental for marker validation and
deployment in a breeding program [26, 34]. Association mapping has been utilized to explore elite alleles
present in many agronomic traits, including yield and related attributes in bread wheat [51].

Conclusion
Useful genetic variability exists in the 406 genotypes studied. The associated SNP markers could be
potentially employed for targeted and accelerated tuber yield per plant and YMV resistance in white yam.
The information from our study could help design new breeding strategies to hoard superior alleles for
tuber yield per plant and yam mosaic virus in future marker-based breeding. The chromosomal regions
controlling these studied traits could be exploited for selection and effective pyramiding of favorable
alleles in white yam population improvement.
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Figures

Figure 1

Population structure and genetic diversity assessment. (A) Bayesian information criteria showing a rapid
elbow de�ned 4 as number of clusters; (B) Population structure based on the discriminant analysis of the
principal component; (C) hierarchical grouping based on the kinship relationship matrix and (D)
Population structure based on STRUCTURE at K = 4.
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Figure 2

Genome-wide association analysis of tuber yield per plant. (A) Manhattan plot indicating three SNP
markers located on chromosome 6, 8, 14, 15 and 19 associated with the tuber yield; and (B) Quantile-
quantile (QQ) plot of the observed p values of the association analysis that is expected in a null
association for the phenotype.
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Figure 3

Genome-wide association analysis of yam mosaic virus. (A) Manhattan plot indicating SNPs associated
with the YMV. The y-axis represents the p-value of the marker-trait association on a − log10 scale. (B)
quantile-quantile (QQ) plot of the observed p values of the association analysis that is expected in a null
association for the phenotype

Figure 4

Heatmap LD haplotype blocks for different SNP markers located on different chromosomes (A & B)
chromosome 6; (C & D) chromosome 8; (I & J) chromosome 14; (E and F) chromosome 15 and (G & H)
chromosome 19. The R2 color key indicates the degree of signi�cant association with the putative genes.
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Figure 5

Summary of the local LD and haplotype blocks for different SNP marker located on different
chromosome (A) chr3 and (B): chr10. The R2 color key indicates the degree of signi�cant association.

Figure 6

Boxplots showing the effect of the signi�cant markers associated with tuber yield per plant on: (A)
chromosome 6 with one SNP chr06_965642; (B & C) chromosome 8 with two SNPs chr08_13478676 and
chr08_21789522, respectively; (D) chromosome 15 with one SNP chr15_4138634 (F, G, H, I & J)
chromosome 14 with �ve SNPs chr14_8143018, chr14_11128124, chr14_14292173, chr14_14300070
and chr14_15507116; (E) chromosome 19 with one SNP chr19_9446619. The letters on the X axis
represent allele variants; signi�cant codes: * = 0.05 and p represents the analysis of variance probability
value associated with the variation across variants.
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Figure 7

Boxplots showing the effect of the signi�cant markers associated with yam mosaic virus on: (a)
chromosome 3 with one SNP chr03_6338751; (b) chromosome 4 with one SNP chr04_23336802; (D & E)
chromosome 10 with two SNPs chr10_613339 and chr10_1116193; and (C) chromosome 16 with one
SNP chr16_1325272. The letters on the X axis represent allele variants for the different SNP markers;
signi�cant codes: * = 0.05 and p represents the analysis of variance probability value associated with the
variation across variants
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Figure 8

In Vivo marker validation for tuber yield per plant using indentication and panel breeding population
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Figure 9

In Vivo marker validation for yam mosaic virus (YMV) using indentication and panel breeding population
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